We are growing. Are you?

Ogone is looking for a network
for our Brussels HQ

security engineer m/f

Your job
Your main responsibility is to maintain and improve the Ogone IT infrastructure (production and non production) together
with your colleagues. You have to make sure that our payment platform keeps up availability, manageability and performance
despite of the continuously increasing business requirements and growth.
After an internal training period about our products and services, you will be part of the Ogone System Team allowing you to:
Manage the network infrastructure, including switches, routing, firewalls, proxies and servers
Configure and monitor the Intrusion Prevention Systems and respond to security incidents
Manage and troubleshoot the LAN/WAN infrastructure
Proactively monitor and respond to network and security incidents
Be able to identify which latest trends and technologies might have fit with our environment and its requirements
Empower standardization in our environment and perform automation of operational tasks where possible
Take the availability, integrity, security & recoverability of Ogone’s infrastructure as a personal objective, assure it is compliant
with our business requirements and SLA and propose solutions/evolutions to improve this objective
Perform projects related to our environment with a focus on increasing performance, availability and scalability of our
infrastructure
Provide reporting (daily/monthly/yearly) on our infrastructure performance and be able to perform proactive trend-analysis
and growth forecasting based on indicators given by your management

www.ogone.com

Challenges offered by our business environment:
Ensuring the compliance of our infrastructure with the highest level of security imposed by our sensitive business activities
and industry standards (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards)
Sizing the infrastructure while foreseeing the growth of the number of transactions processed by our payment services
platform (>50% yearly) and of the number of services provided
Planning the capacity of our infrastructure for the next 3 years, under specific and complex constraints, to sustain unattended and sudden peaks of transactions (web ticketing sales, online donation, e-commerce limited-in-time promotions, etc.)
Keeping our platform constantly up-to-date while respecting the ‘zero down-time’ expectations of our worldwide spread
customer base, tolerating no ‘system maintenance’ even during night or week-end

Your qualities
Background:
For this challenging IT function, we need a talented and passionate System Engineer whose curiosity for technology drives
him to polyvalence
Higher education in IT/Engineering or equivalent by experience
At least 6-7 years of experience in IT
Last 3 years spent in the operational management and evolution of an IT infrastructure in a mission critical environment
with 24/7/365 availability requirements
Languages:
Excellent level of English
Fluent in French and/or Dutch is an asset
Technical skills:
A proven experience in the following areas, potentially specialized in Networking/Security or System, although a rather
good level in both aspects is expected
- Networking and Security
General networking (TCP/IP, DNS, HTTP/S, SMTP, FTP, tunneling), Firewall and VPN (Checkpoint, Juniper), Routing (Cisco),
Switching (HP Procurve), Load balancing (F5, Cisco), BGP, SSL Certificates, Proxy (Bluecoat), Web application firewalls,
Vulnerability scanning and remediation, Log correlation and event alerting systems, Network monitoring
- Server
Virtualization (VMWare ESX), MS Windows Server (2003/2008) administration, Backup/restore and assorted operations,
Deployment, System Monitoring
Security minded and, ideally, already involved in the implementation of security standards (PCI-DSS, ISO)
Practical experience working with an IT Service Management framework like ITIL
Soft skills:
Mature and accountable
Strong analytical skills, problem solving ability and stress resistant capability
Thorough, methodical and business minded
Used to work in project context, to propose a realistic planning and respect them
Flexible

Why Ogone?
You work for a fast-growing major player in electronic payments and have responsibilities that challenge your skills. You
handle complex products at international level every day. In our open corporate culture you receive regular feedback and have
freedom to achieve your goals and further your career.
Your performance and experience attract a competitive salary with benefits.

Who we are
At Ogone we develop electronic
payment
solutions
for
e-commerce and a host of
other sectors. We work for small
and large companies in more
than 45 countries. We have
offices
in
Belgium,
the
Netherlands, France, Germany,
Switzerland,
Austria,
United
Kingdom and India.

Come and grow with us
Interested in a career in e-commerce? Don’t hesitate, apply now.
Send your motivation letter and CV to Ogone, HR Recruitment: hr@ogone.com
Ogone, Woluwedal 102, 1200 Brussels

